In both the neighbourhood and mean-field models, the mean susceptible density ̅ falls sharply from ̅ = 1 across the critical point = 1 (Supplementary Fig. S1a ). For the neighbourhood model, though, ̅ quickly settles on to the SOC density ̅ ≈ 0.4, whereas the mean-field density drops to a much lower value ̅ ≈ 0.16 because of the much larger outbreaks generated in the latter model. The probability of a spanning cluster of connected susceptible cells, which determines the system-wide connecitivity of susceptible cells and therefore the spatial spread of infection and ultimately epidemic size, also drops sharply from 1 to 0 across the critical point for both models ( Supplementary Fig. S1b ). The coefficient of variation (CV) in outbreak size, on the other hand, exhibits a sharp peak at the critical point that rapidly dwindles away on either side ( Supplementary Fig. S1c ), more so for the meanfield model in the super-critical regime ( > 1) because fat-tailed distributions in the neighbourhood model for all (Fig. 3) contribute to large size fluctuations and thus keep CV at a higher level. These properties at = 1 are characteristics of a 2 nd order phase transition 1 , especially the divergence of size fluctuations. Their rapid increase suggests that intervention measures devised to gradually push the system towards the elimination boundary (ℝ 0 ) ≤ 1 may have the unintended consequence of triggering explosive outbreaks as the target nears.
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Supplementary figure and table captions:
Figure S1: The critical transition at = in the neighbourhood (red line) and meanfield (blue line) models are compared. a, Average susceptible density ̅ falls sharply from ̅ = 1 across the critical point = 1 for both models. b, The susceptible spanning probability P drops from 1 to 0 across the critical point. c, The coefficient of variation (CV) of outbreak sizes exhibits a sharp peak at the critical point for both models. At the super-critical regime,
CV for the neighbourhood model remains higher than that for the mean-field model. shows that the neighbourhood size has negligible impact on the shape of the distribution. 
